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Abstract
Nowadays, research on punishment use is limited and inconsistent, especially within the clinical field. Thus, within Psychology in
general, and within Clinical Psychology in particular, a group of inexact beliefs are still held, beliefs about the use of punishment
identified only with a physical assault, not taking into account the punitive potential of the verbal behavior. In fact, verbal punishment
is a tool widely used by the clinical psychologist in order to shape the client’s behavior in therapy. The main goal of this paper is to
contribute to develop a body of accurate knowledge on the punishment process. More precisely, it is pretended to determine what kind
of the client’s behaviors are verbally punished by the therapist in the behavioral therapy settings. In this approach, 21 therapy sessions
led by 4 expert psychologists in the course of 9 different clinical cases were observed. Using the instrument SISC-INTER-CVT, 51
therapist’s verbalizations were selected, verbalizations categorized as high punishment (19) and medium punishment (32). Next, the
client’s behaviors preceding those punishment verbalizations were observed. Observations showed that the therapist punishes those
client’s verbal or non-verbal behaviors impeding the achievement of the therapeutic goals or complicating the therapy progress. From
these observations, a categorization system was developed to classify the client's behaviors punished by the therapist.
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1. Introduction
Generally speaking, psychological research on punishment is limited, sometimes tendentious, frequently inconsistent
and difficult to interpret in a clear and homogeneous way. The lack of an accurate knowledge on punishment is especially
serious within applied fields of Psychology, standing out the clinical field. As a consequence, both Psychology in general,
and Clinical Psychology in particular showed a clearly unfavorable attitude towards punishment study and use. Intentional
and systematic use of punishment is understood as a procedure to avoid and it is considered that “punishment must always
be used as a last resort” (Martin & Pear, 1983). Even though this conception is based rather on prejudices than on
empirical data, the truth is that it has given rise to a complete series of widely accepted ideas, both by general public and
by Psychology professionals. Thus, in general terms, the speech valuing punishment is normally focused on the
following:
1. Punishment has multitude of undesirable consequences, such as aggressive behaviors, negative affective states,
generalized elimination of responses, interruption of social relationships, escape or avoidance behaviors, etc. whose
importance and gravity are higher than the possible advantages derived from its application.
2. Punishment is ineffective as far as elimination of behaviors is concerned, since punished behavior usually increases
within contexts in which punishment is no longer present and/or is usually replaced by another inappropriate behavior.
3. Punishment represents not only uneasiness and humiliation for the person receiving it but it also affects negatively the
person applying it, making it possible to turn this person into someone sadistic, cruel and insensitive to someone else’s
suffering.
So, none of these statements characterizes the obtained results with duly applied punishment proceedings (Johnston,
1985). This does not mean that what the three former points assert does not occur when punishment is used, but that they
are not consequences inherent in the use of it, occurring inevitably in every kind of punishments, in every situation, and
with every subject. The present study is carried out to give an answer to this situation, and its goal is to contribute to the
development of a deeper and more accurate knowledge about the punishment process and, as it will be detailed further on,
about its role in behavioral therapy. Research on punishment is required to put an end to unfounded beliefs predominating
in it and to make it occupy its rightful place both in research and in psychological praxis.
This study is placed within the line of research on verbal behavior in clinical settings carried out by the group
ACOVEO in the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid (Autonomous University of Madrid) (Froján, Calero & Montaño,
2011; Froján, Montaño & Calero, 2006; Froján, Montaño, Calero & Ruiz, 2011; Froján, Pardo, Vargas, & Linares, 2011).
The main goal of this research team is to study the processes explaining the therapeutic change through the testing of the
verbal interaction in clinical settings, using observational methods. Within this line of research is considered that the
behavioral paradigm is the best choice for a scientific approach to the study of behavior, specifically with regard to the
proposal of considering the therapist-client interaction as a process of shaping, but also to the explanation of language
observed in clinical settings in terms of classical and operant conditioning, and the conceptualization of behavior therapy
as the application of basic behavioral operations for the treatment of psychological problems. Placed in this context and
assuming its theoretical and methodological background, the main goal of this study is testing how punishment is used in
a real therapeutic context, determining what kind of the client’s behaviors are punished and what kind of effects its
application in the therapy development has. This purpose rises mainly from the results of two former studies. Firstly, from
the study carried out by Ruiz (2011) on therapist-client verbal interaction in the course of the therapy. In this research, a
Categorization System of Verbal Behavior Interaction in Therapy (SISC- INTER- CVT) was developed to test the
existing connection between the therapist’s and client’s verbalizations in the course of the therapy. One of the initial
hypotheses of that study was that the client's verbalizations included in the group of "Anti-therapeutic verbalizations"
would be followed by therapist’s verbalizations classified as “Punishment function”. Even though the hypothesis is
confirmed, a detailed analysis of the results showed that the verbalizations classified as "Fail" or “Uneasiness” were not
only reduced at the end of the therapy but they were even increased. The author proposed several reasons explaining this
increasing: The development of dependency to the therapy in the last stages of it, the competition of external
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reinforcement to verbalizations punished in therapy, and the lack of systematicity in the application of punishment by the
therapist. In light of this stimulating result, an interest in deep analysis of the connection between the therapist’s punitive
verbalizations and the client’s behavior in therapy arose. Secondly, the study carried out by Froján, Galván, Izquierdo,
Ruiz, & Marchena (2013) was also a basis for the present work. In the aforementioned investigation a complete clinical
case was tested with the goal of determining how some client’s verbalizations were evolving (called in the study
“Maladaptative Verbalizations”) and how these verbalizations were connected to the therapist’s punishment
verbalizations. The first step was to create a system to categorize the client’s “Maladaptative Verbalizations” and to test
its dynamics in the course of the therapy, obtaining an overall decreasing trend as a result. After that, the connection
between the therapist’s punitive verbalizations and the client’s behavior was tested, and the results were that, contrary to
expectations, punishment was barely applied to “Maladaptative Verbalizations”, but it was applied especially to another
kind of the client’s verbalizations and behaviors which, because of their form and content, meant an obstacle for the
therapy progress. This work is directly linked to the results of the aforementioned study and expects to determine what
kind of the client's behaviors are the ones which, actually, the therapist punishes. More specifically, it is proposed to fix
what kinds of the client’s behaviors precede the therapist’s punitive verbalizations, as well as to organize these behaviors
in a categorization system useful for future investigations. In this way, it is expected to test the hypothesis of the therapist
applying verbal punishment to those client’s verbal or non-verbal behaviors impeding or complicating the therapy
progress.
2. Method
2.1 Participants
In order to carry out the study, 21 therapy sessions recordings from 9 clinical cases led by 4 behavioral therapists with
different grades of experience were tested. Clinical work was carried out with adults and individually. Every session took
place in the private psychological center “Instituto Terapéutico de Madrid (ITEMA)” (Therapeutic Institute of Madrid)
and, pursuant to the Spanish Psychologist Code of Ethics (art. 40 and 41), both its recording and its transfer for the
present study had the informed consent of the client, the therapist and the center management. In order to warrant to the
maximum the clients’ confidentially rights, the cameras recording the sessions were only directed to the therapist and in
no event the client's face was registered.
2.2 Variables and instruments
Therapist’s Punishment Verbalizations
In order to define what kind of therapist’s verbalizations could be categorized as a punishment, it was used the SISCINTER-CVT (Ruiz, 2011), a recently developed categorization system of client-therapist verbal behavior in session.
Within this system, the category Punishment is defined as that “therapist’s verbalization which, interrupting or not the
client’s verbalization, shows disapproval, rejection and/or non-acceptance of the behavior performed by the client.” (Ruiz,
2011). Those therapist’s verbalizations can express disagreement with the client’s verbalizations content, can have as an
aim the fact of interrupting or avoiding their speech or both of them simultaneously.
Examples:
- Client: “Well, I can tell him/her: I am here, if you need anything, you know.”
- Psychologist: “Yes, but there exist different ways to say it. Not like that, as if you were an operator” (Punishment
function aimed at the content expressed by the client).
- Client: “Yes, but it was a mix. It was good because I feel good for having been able to do this, but it was bad too
because I, I… I don’t know, it was one more snub to me and I didn’t like it at all.”
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- Psychologist: “No, no, wait a minute" (Punishment function aimed to interrupt the client’s speech).
Client's Punished Behaviors
They were considered as punished behaviors those client’s verbal or non-verbal actions preceding immediately the
therapist’s punishment verbalizations. It was decided to include the client’s non-verbal behaviors fully aware that they
could only be inferred from the conversation (since, as it has been mentioned before, the camera did not record the clients
and it was not possible to see what they were doing). It was considered that an analysis of behavior punished by the
therapist excluding the client's non-verbal behavior would be incomplete and would be inadequate. Because of this, it was
decided to include the client’s non-verbal behavior in this study, taking always into account that it was an inferred
behavior and dealing with drawn results and conclusions from it with due consideration.
Materials and instruments
The recording of the analyzed sessions was made using a close-circuit cameras and video system in the collaborating
center. The image recorded on a VHS video was later transformed into a MPEG-2, format required by the software used
for its observational analysis. The software used for the session’s observation and register was the The Observer XT 6.0
version, commercialized by Noldus Information Technology.
2.3 Procedure
The investigation began with the location and selection of a big enough sample of therapist’s verbalizations
categorized as punishment according to SISC-INTER-CVT. To do that, the database of therapist's and client’s verbal
behavior register created by our investigation group was consulted. It is formed by more than one hundred therapy
sessions registered by SISC-INTER-CVT. After consulting the aforementioned database, a total of 51 therapist’s
verbalizations were selected, 19 of them categorized as high punishment and 32 as medium punishment. Next, two
investigators with a wide theoretical education observed, independently, the client's behaviors preceding the selected
punishments, elaborating a first informal register of them. In order to avoid an analysis out of context which could lead to
conclusions guided by the observers’ previous ideas or conceptions more than by facts, both the therapist’s punishments
and the clients' behaviors were always analyzed within the clinical session setting where they took place. Thus, both the
observation and the register were not limited to the punishment verbalizations and client’s behaviors immediately
preceding them, but they were expanded to the complete conversation in which they had taken place in order to
contextualize them adequately. Once completed this task, all the preliminary registers were put together and all the
observations were analyzed and discussed until reaching a common point of view in this regard. Then the process of
building the categorization system of the client’s behaviors punished by the therapist began. From previous observations
and discussions, each investigator developed a first proposal of categorization. Later, and with a clinical psychologist and
expert investigator advice, the different proposals were put together and discussed until developing a joint and final
categorization system.
3. Results
The observation and analysis of the therapy sessions provided interesting discoveries about what kind of the client’s
behaviors are punished by the therapists. In general, it was observed that:
- The therapist punishes a range of the client’s behaviors, both verbal and non-verbal. In other words, the therapist does
not only apply punishment to things that the client says but also to things that the client makes. As far as the client's nonverbal behavior is concerned, it is considered important to insist again that it was only possible to infer it from
conversation since cameras were not recording the clients and it was not possible to watch their non-verbal behavior.
- In relation to the client’s verbalizations, the therapist can punish them because of its content (its meaning, what they are
expressing) or because of its form (how and/or when they are produced).
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- Frequently, the therapist uses punishment verbalizations to stop the client’s speech, speak and call their attention to
something or emphasize something important.
- The therapist can also apply punishment to those behaviors which are produced out of the clinic, but only in an indirect
way through the account of those behaviors told by the client. This discovery links directly with investigations on
behavior-behavior relations and say-do correspondence. Without going into specifics, the mentioned investigations are
interested in the connection made between what the subject says that they are going to do and what they finally do or
between what the subject does and their subsequent verbal report, as well as in the variables affecting the acquisition,
maintenance, and generalization of that connection (Baer, Detrich, & Weninger, 1988; Israel & O'Leary, 1973; Lima &
Abreu-Rodrigues, 2010; Luciano, Herruzo, & Barnes-Holmes, 2001). The general premise is that the human being is
able to establish a connection between what is said and what is done, in such a way that it is possible to influence their
actions through the verbal report made about them. In this way, the therapist can modify the subject’s behavior without
interceding directly in it, acting on the description that the subject makes about that behavior. Thus, when the therapist
punishes the client’s account about their behavior out of the clinic, what the therapist is doing is punishing that behavior
in an indirect way, using the connection established between the subject’s behavior and the description that he or she
makes about it.
3.1 System of categories of the client’s punished behavior:
Table 1 shows the system of categories developed to organize the client’s behaviors punished by the therapist.
Table 1. Client’s punished behaviors grouped into categories.
CATEGORY AND DEFINITION
Anti-therapeutic
(Content)

verbalization

Those client’s verbalizations expressing
interpretations, ideas or beliefs against
the therapy goals (both general and
specific) and complicating its progress.

Anti-therapeutic verbalization (Form)
Those
client’s
verbalizations
complicating or making difficult the
therapy progress because of how or
when
they
are
produced
and
independently of what its concrete
content is.

EXAMPLES
- Distorted interpretations of reality, either referred to oneself,
to others or to the situation.
Example: “It’s just that if I start to eat those things I will lose
control and I’ll become as fat as a pig.”
- Negative anticipation, either of their own behavior in a future
situation or in a future situation in itself.
Example: “I know that when I get the meeting I won’t be able
to say anything.”
- Lack of confidence in the therapy, either referred to the
therapist as a professional, to themselves as a client or to the
therapeutic process in itself.
Example: “That is something that I won't achieve, not even in
a hundred years of therapy.”
- Not to answer to what the therapist is asking or not to do it
properly.
Example:
- Therapist: “What do you think that you could have done to
avoid the argument?”
- Client: “Juan must have cleared the table and that’s all!”
- Not to allow the therapist to speak, or to interrupt the
therapist while speaking.
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Example:
- Therapist: “It’s important that…”
- Client [Interrupting]: “But it’s just that in that moment I
don’t think about it and, you know, I get swept up and I
explode.”
- To go off topic, to get off track.
Example:
- Therapist: “Last week we agreed that the days you went to
the gym you would not train for more than half an hour.”
- Client: “Yeah, well, it’s just that I start my exams very soon
and they’re in a row. In addition, I have to hand in a paper
and…”
- To discuss or to reject what the therapist says, to be opposed
to their reasons, contradict themselves.
Example:
- Therapist: “You will probably perceive a positive change in
him/her too if you start to change some attitudes and
comments.”
- Client: "No, not at all. I’m the boss and that would mean
showing myself weak. They would lose respect for me and
would laze around.”

Speech
Client’s verbal behavior, regardless of
its content or form, when the therapist
wants to stress or to call the client’s
attention to something important.

- Not to change a topic, keep talking about something in spite
of the therapist's efforts to settle the topic or to go to another
matter.
Example:
- Therapist: “Well, let’s put the birthday matter off, we still
have a long time. Now, tell me, how are your exams being?
Can you control your anxiety?”
- Client: “But it’s just that if he/she celebrates it with a party
or something I will be overwhelmed. And I want to go, but I
know I will be overwhelmed.”
- The client mentions something that the therapist considers
important and this one interrupts to stress it.
Example:
- Client: “He sees it and you do perceive certain change,
don’t you? Like he is more comfortable and...”
- Therapist: “Sure, sure. Check, all the work we are doing is
bearing fruit and it is reflected in the fact that you are better
and he is also.”
- The client speaks about any old topic and the therapist
interrupts to stress something important related to that topic.
Example:
- Client: “I’m already nervous when I get the exam, but if I
find anything that I don’t know or I doubt, I just get carried
away and I can’t…”
- Therapist: “Well, look. Because of that it is important for
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you to practice relaxation every day and get to control it.”

Anti-therapeutic behavior
Those client’s actions complicating or
making difficult the therapy progress
and cannot be considered as antitherapeutic verbalizations.
It is included within this group both the
behaviors happening directly in session
and the client’s verbal report about them
in case of happening out of session.

- The client speaks about any old topic and the therapist
interrupts to stress something important related to that topic.
Example:
- Client: “When I was doing what you told me about writing
down my thoughts…”
- Therapist: “Wait a minute. Before you continue. Did you get
rid of the scale as I requested?”
- Not to follow the therapist’s instructions or not to do the
assigned tasks, either in or out of session.
Example:
- Therapist: “Last week we agreed that you would not work
on Sunday at all and you would spend your day with Elena and
the children, didn’t we? So, what about it?”
- Client: “It’s just, you know, my boss called me to give a
service and I was busy on Sunday morning, so finally Elena
and the children went to her parent’s country house and I
stayed in Madrid.”
- To carry out inappropriate, disruptive or opposed to the
therapy goals behaviors, either in or out of session.
Example:
- Therapist: “If you want to continue I need you to sit and
calm down”
- Client: “It’s just I don’t want to sit nor calm down!”

3.2 Distribution of the client’s punished behaviors according to the system of categories:
It is presented below how the client’s punished behaviors were distributed into the four classification categories
developed:
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Figure 2. Client's punished behaviors by categories (Relative frequencies)
As it can be clearly observed, in both figures, therapist’s behaviors were mostly aimed at the client’s verbalizations
expressing some kind of content opposed to the therapy goals. Specifically, 59% of punishment verbalizations were aimed
at this kind of the client’s behaviors. Secondly, there appear the client's verbalizations which, due to how or when they
were produced, became an obstacle for the therapy progress. This kind of behaviors meant 21% of the total of the
punishment verbalizations analyzed. Finally, both the categories “Anti-therapeutic behavior” and “Speech” implied 10%
of the total of the therapist’s punishments included within this study.
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4. Discussion
As it has been mentioned before, this paper is a first descriptive approach to the role played by verbal punishment in
clinical settings. It has been observed that the therapist applies punishment verbalizations to certain client’s behaviors
which can be grouped into different general categories. If it is possible to presuppose that the therapist’s goal is to reduce
or eliminate those client's behaviors, it is not possible to claim that punishment verbalizations applied by the therapist
have a punishment function. In order to check if punitive verbalizations work as punishments in the functional sense of
the term, that is reducing or eliminating the preceding behaviors, it would be needed to change the method of study from
observational analysis to manipulation of variables. It is then resumed the distinction between punishment as a process
and punishment as a procedure which was already mentioned in the introduction. It is vitally important to point out that
the focus of this study is the procedure or technique of punishment and that the statements released here are referred only
to punishment as a procedure, not as a process. In any case, the observation and analysis of the punitive verbalizations use
made by the therapist in the course of the therapy is a first and necessary approach and it means interesting discoveries.
Firstly, it has been observed that the therapist applies their punishments to a range of client’s behaviors, either verbal
or non-verbal, and which can happen either in or out of the clinic. The common thing in all these behaviors is that, either
because of its form or its content, they impede or complicate the therapy progress and/or the achieving of the therapeutic
goals. In that sense, these client’s behaviors can be referred to as “anti-therapeutic behaviors”, since they would impede
the optimal development of the intervention. Thus, verbal punishment is a resource used by the therapist to control the
client’s behavior, stressing those behaviors meaning an obstacle in the therapy progress. However, two important
specifications on these observations must be highlighted, even if they have been previously mentioned, it is considered
relevant to include them in this section. The first one, it is advisable to remember that the client's non-verbal behaviors
could only be inferred from the conversation held with the therapist, since cameras were not recording them directly and it
was not possible to see what they were doing. Although the information in the conversations was enough to get a quite
clear image about what the clients were doing, it is not possible to assert it with certainty and that can threaten the work
validity. The second one, as far as the behaviors out of the clinic are concerned, the therapist can only punish them in an
indirect way through the subject's verbal report. As it was previously stated, this matter links directly with investigations
on behavior-behavior relations and say-do correspondence. Human beings are able to establish a connection between what
is said and what is done, in such a way that it is possible to influence their actions through the verbal report made about
them and vice versa. Applied to the therapeutic setting, the clients establish a connection between their behavior out of the
clinic and the account about that behavior made in the clinic. The therapist can use that connection to influence the
behaviors happening out of the clinic, acting on the verbal report made about them by the subject. Thus, the therapist can
punish a subject’s inadequate behavior happening out of session through the client’s verbal description about that
behavior.
A detailed analysis of the behaviors punished by therapists allowed to group them into four categories: Antitherapeutic verbalization (content), anti-therapeutic verbalization (form), Speech, anti-therapeutic behavior. This
categorization system can become a base for different investigations on the dynamics followed by the clients’ antitherapeutic behavior in the course of the therapy, the therapists’ answers to those anti-therapeutic behaviors, and the
interaction between both of them. However, before going to that approach is needed to test and optimize the
categorization system which is still at a very early stage. The categories have been set from systematic observation and
subsequent discussion of the clients’ behaviors, but they have not been applied to a new sample and its reliability has not
been determined. Thus, the next natural step in this line of research would be optimizing the system of categories by being
tested by different observers in a new sample with the goal of detecting and solving possible problems (definition, number
of categories, reliability, completeness, and exclusiveness of the categories…). Once this is done, the system of categories
will be able to be used to research with scientific precision the connection between the clients' anti-therapeutic behaviors
and the therapists’ punishment verbalizations.
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When analyzing how the clients’ behavior were distributed according to the system of categories, it was found that
most of the therapists’ punishments aimed at behaviors categorized as anti-therapeutic verbalization (content).
Specifically, 59% of the punishment verbalizations analyzed were applied to client’s verbalizations showing ideas or
beliefs opposed to the therapy goals. Thus, it seems that what the therapists punish the most are those clients’
verbalizations expressing inadequate interpretations of reality, either referred to themselves, to everybody else, to the
situation, or to the therapy in itself. It must be pointed out that this discovery could lead us to think that the therapist
punishes most of clients’ verbalizations with an anti-therapeutic content, however, that is a statement not possible to make
with the existing the data. The only valid statement is that, in the analyzed sample, most of the therapists’ punishments
aimed at clients’ verbalizations with an anti-therapeutic content. It is very important to take this into account when
interpreting the results discussed here, both for this category and for any other else. Secondly, behaviors categorized as
anti-therapeutic verbalizations (form) are found, which mean 21% of the analyzed punishments. In this case the problem
was not the content expressed in the verbalizations, but how or when they had taken place. Finally, both the categories
speech and anti-therapeutic behavior had 10% of the analyzed punishments. Thus, out of the total amount of the
punishments included in this study, 90% aimed at the client's verbal behavior, either because of its content, its form, or
just because of happening when the therapist wanted to point out or emphasize something. This is not surprising if we
consider that the therapy is carried out basically through verbal activity, which is the main tool at the psychologist’s
disposal to shape the client’s behavior and achieve the therapy goals.
In conclusion, the analysis of the therapist’s punitive verbalizations and the client’s behaviors towards they aim at
showed that the verbal punishment is a useful and necessary tool to guarantee the therapy progress. The therapist punishes
those client’s behaviors, both verbal and non-verbal, which because of its content or form complicate the therapy
development and the achieving of the therapy goals. However, this is only one of the first steps in the study of the verbal
punishment role in behavioral therapy. There is still a great research to do about how the therapists use the verbal
punishment and how the therapist interacts with the client’s behavior. It would be interesting to refine the system of
categories in order to determine the extent of the therapist punishing the client’s anti-therapeutic behaviors and other
behaviors happening before them. It would be also interesting to research the interactions produced between the
therapist’s punitive verbalizations and the client’s behaviors, as well as to determine if those punitive verbalizations work
as punishments in the functional sense of the term. Thus, many lines of research worth to study appear now, with the
ultimate goal of expanding and improving our knowledge about verbal punishment, about what are its risks and
advantages, how can it help us to guarantee the correct therapy development, and what is the most effective way to apply
it and has the least undesirable side effects.
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